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Amazing Dubai!
Exciting things keep happening in Dubai which is
establishing itself as the hub linking East and
West. From Europe to Singapore there is nothing
in between that stands as a major hub and Dubai
is filling in that gap. Multiple sectors are being
developed at the same time at a super fast pace,
that make every visit to Dubai an exciting one.
The Emirate of Dubai has developed one of the
best airlines in the world, the most innovative
technology park in the region, a health city, a
knowledge village, an exciting tourism destination
for the winter, a regional distribution hub, a
financial center and a manufacturing free trade
zone, all at the same time.
To transform a sleepy city in the Persian Gulf to a vibrant and fun place that everyone
wants to visit, along with a booming economy that no longer depends on oil, it takes
more than just money. It takes vision, planning and hard work and the leaders of
Dubai seem to have the recipe for success.
We at Parallon are proud to be part of these exciting developments. In 2007 we have
completed three projects in Dubai on behalf of our regional partner Hewlett-Packard, at
Etisalat, the largest Telecommunications provider of the Emirates, the Dubai Trade
Portal and the Emirates National Oil Company (ENOC).
I would like to take this opportunity and thank all our customers and partners for their
support during 2007 and wish you and your families a holiday season filled with
beautiful moments and a happy and prosperous new year 2008.
Kind Regards,
George Petrides
Managing Director
Parallon Systems (EMEA), Ltd.
george.petrides@parallon.com
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Parallon in the Middle East
Parallon Systems and Hewlett-Packard
Middle East have been partners since
2001 delivering IT Service and
Infrastructure projects together. Mokhlis
Hammad, Infrastructure Management
Practice lead for HP Consulting Middle
East said “Parallon’s work is world class
and together with HP we provide worldclass solutions to our customers. Parallon
has proven itself over and over again, they
understand enterprise IT and ITSM
consulting and have delivered in the
Middle East some of the most complex HP
Software projects in the world”.
Parallon has delivered projects in Egypt, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates and the Parallon team has received numerous accolades
by both partners and customers for the quality of the work and professionalism. We
heavily contributed in developing the ITSM market in the region since 2001, and when
others come and go we remain a reliable and highly competent partner who is there to
stay. Our goal is to grow in the Middle East with consultants dedicated for the region in
order to accommodate the growth of these markets. We feel welcomed in the Arab Gulf
and appreciate the friendliness and hospitality of the people.
During 2007, Parallon has delivered the following projects in the Middle East in
partnership with Hewlett-Packard Consulting and Integration:
Saudi Arabia
•Arab National Bank – Management of on-line stock trading system
•King Abdullah Economic City/EMAAR – Systems, Networks and Incident Management
•National Commercial Bank – change and release management
Oman
•Bank of Muscat – Network and Services Management
•Petroleum Development Company – Change Management
United Arab Emirates/Dubai
•Etisalat – Upgrade of the Openview platform (one of the most complex ones in EMEA)
•Emirates National Petroleum Company – Systems, Networks and Incident Management
•Dubai Trade/Dubai World – Service Desk for the Dubai Trade Portal
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IT Reporting
It is quite difficult sometimes for technical administrators to understand the need for
reports. When IT management asks their people to prepare reporting, they
typically get some nice graphics that were meant to impress but this is not what IT
management needs. A simple straight forward report of the service status is
typically what is needed to deal with the business. Plain numbers just like a
financial report is what IT management needs just like the reports that are used by
finance management. IT is a service provider and needs to show the availability
report to it’s customers who depend on that service.

Typical needs of the IT management regarding a service starts with the availability
and performance. Was the service down? If it was down, was it planned or
unplanned downtime? What are the reasons for this downtime? At Parallon we
understand this need and we developed reporting based on the service status that
works with HP Openview Operations. When IT management asks for reporting, the
answer is software packages. A package might not necessarily satisfy a need. Start
by putting your services on paper, analyze each service and map it the infrastructure
that support it first. Then you figure out how to monitor it along with the end-to-end
service management. After you address the infrastructure optimization layer, then
you can move to the next level and address the reporting needs of the service.
Remember always that the business is not concerned with servers and databases,
but with the end-service that IT provides; the IT management that deals with the
business needs to have the reports in their hand in order to address the service level
and needs.
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Success Story: ROI for Infrastructure Management in 2 months
Increasing product shipment availability at Hellenic Petroleum with HP Software:
Hellenic Petroleum uses a highly advanced and complex truck loading system that
automates and controls the product loading on trucks and vessels for shipment. A
downtime of the truck loading system impacts the delivery of products to the customers of
Hellenic Petroleum, and increasing its availability, translates directly to increasing product
delivery. In the event of a failure, precious time was spent by Hellenic Petroleum IT
support and vendors identifying the fault area in a complex shipment automation system
that comprises of server, storage, operating systems, clusters, databases, applications,
controls and networks. HP Software was deployed to monitor the IT infrastructure that
supports the truck loading services to provide pro-active monitoring of the service and
identify right away the fault area, in order to inform the appropriate support party through
SMS and/or Email. Also, a service view was implemented to map the technology to the
business service. The solution delivered is using HP Openview Operations for Windows
and Database Smart Plug-Ins with customized monitors for the truck loading system
applications and interfaces. "The solution has provided return on investment within two
months, given the increase of the service availability we have achieved by pro-actively
monitoring the systems resources and automatically inform the support administrators to
act and rectify a situation before impacting our truck loading service. We were pleased by
the results and impressed by the ability and professionalism of the Parallon consultants in
analyzing our system, interfacing with internal IT administrators and external vendors.
Our objective is to replicate the solution to our truck loading systems in Elefsis and
Thessaloniki”, said Christos Katharios, the Head of IT Department at the Aspropirgos
Refinery of Hellenic Petroleum.

About Hellenic Petroleum: Hellenic Petroleum is a leading energy company in SE
Europe and the largest industrial and commercial company in Greece. Hellenic
Petroleum’s main current business activities comprise Refining and Marketing of
petroleum products (R&M), Petrochemicals and Natural Gas. The company owns and
operates three of the four refineries in Greece and covers the 73% of the local oil
products demand. Hellenic Petroleum also covers the 23% of the retail petroleum
products consumption in Greece, being present in more than 1300 retail stations
throughout the country and operating a strong network of LPG, industrial, aviation, marine
and lubricants sales. Hellenic Petroleum Group had net sales of 8.1 billion Euro in 2006
and employees 5,425 people.
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Curious about our Name?
Our name is derived from the ancient Greek word Paralos,
the fastest boat of the Athenian fleet deployed in the most
critical missions.
Today, some of the largest companies in the region are sailing with HP Software
solutions implemented by Parallon.

Nikos Ioannides joined Parallon Systems as Director of Business
Development and Deputy Managing Director:
Nikos Ioannides came on board Parallon in January of 2007 to lead the business
development of the company and manage the European operation of Parallon. Nikos
Ioannides came to Parallon from Synet, a Greek IT integrator, where he was the
Director of services. Prior to Synet, he was a customer service manager and an
engineer with the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC Hellas). Nikos is a native of
Chicago , Illinois, where he studied computer science at Triton College before moving
to Athens in 1983.

2007 Acropolis Rally VIP Suite:
Parallon hosted it's Greek customers at a VIP Suite,
at the Marcopoulo Olympic horse racing center, to
watch the Super Special Stage of the 2007
Acropolis Rally. Information Technology executives
from Greek corporations had a chance to network
with colleagues and watch a spectacular car racing
event featuring the best rally drivers in the world.

ITSM Forum Greek Chapter:
Parallon is a founding member of the Greek ITSMf chapter led by Tassos Alefantos of the
Athens International Airport IT department. George Petrides, the managing director of
Parallon is the scientific advisor of ITSMf’s board of director. For more info regarding the
Greek Chapter of the ITSMf contact alefantosa@aia.gr
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Openview Forum now called VIVIT
Formerly OpenView Forum International, Vivit provides
unmatched expertise and advocacy for the total HP Software community. Expand your
knowledge base. Engage with thousands of your peers and industry experts. Add your
voice and expedite change. The power of Vivit can be yours. Please join VIVIT and
support the Greek local chapter of the HP Software users.
http://www.vivit-worldwide.org/

ITIL taking off in Greece
Awareness of the IT Infrastructure Library practices has grown significantly in Greece
during 2007, in the enterprise IT arena. ITIL is a set of books written for the British
Government that describe best practices to run IT as a service organization. We highly
recommend customers to participate in ITIL Trainings. HP Hellas Education Services
offers both standardized and custom training solutions that equip IT professionals and
management with the right knowledge and skills to optimize ITSM processes. The ITIL
trend has let to an increase of HP software implementations that customer use to enforce
the ITIL practices and run IT as a business. Parallon has delivered the following projects
in Greece during 2007 for ITIL Infrastructure Optimization Layer and Service
Management:
•OTE: Manage Juniper DSL infrastructure (BRAS & Virtual Routers) – With HP Hellas
•Netone: Manage Network, Help Desk & Provisioning – With Kestrel IS
•WIND: Monitor Fraud Management & Value Added Services Platforms – With ATOS Origin
•Athens International Airport: Software Distribution and Service Desk incident management –
With HP Hellas
•Athens Stock Exchange: Network Reporting and Incident Management (in progress) – With HP
Hellas
•Piraeus Bank: Upgraded Openview Platform – With HP Hellas
•Cosmote: Upgrade of Network Node Manager – With HP Hellas
•Hellenic Petroleum: Monitoring of Loading Systems (Truck, Train & Ship)
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